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Introduction

The last decades of the eighteenth century heralded a significant, powerful transnational social movement that cut across classes, races, and nationalities as well as genders. Despite the transnational nature of the abolitionist movement, scholars have generally suggested that it operated only within specific European nation-states and the Americas. In this regard, literary scholar Heike Paul identifies a primary scholarly focus on Anglo-American contacts and networks regarding abolitionism in which German-language contributions are largely absent. She contends that the interest in circumatlantic abolitionist scholarship that included German-language material is a recent phenomenon. Correspondingly, historians Eve Rosenhaft and Felix Brahms detect a dearth of scholarship on the entanglements of historical actors in German-speaking territories, areas that were less obviously linked to the transatlantic slave trade, slavery, and abolitionism. Similarly, historian Sarah Lentz criticizes the lack of German representation in international research on abolitionism in Europe during
the early nineteenth century. In addition, Sigrid G. Köhler suggests that German-speaking abolitionist theater and its authors are nearly forgotten and rarely read. She further addresses the fact that these plays, apart from two contributions, are hardly ever discussed or recognized in the field of German literary studies. This speaks to a marginalization and scarcity of scholarship on German-speaking abolitionism and abolitionist efforts within German studies, more broadly. This is similarly relevant to transatlantic American studies, which usually does not consider German-language contributions in this context. Thus, this discussion broadens the discipline’s scope by including additional voices within the context of slavery and abolition that belong to the spectrum of American literature and history. Discussions of this nature, outside of the Americas, speak to the transnational dynamics of American studies.

While there has been Euro-American scholarship on German abolitionist contributions, an equal scholarly engagement of German- and English-speaking contributions prompted by the transnational nature of the transatlantic slave trade, slavery, and abolitionism by authors working in German-speaking contexts—which would address a German audience—has yet to be thoroughly developed. Furthermore, scholarship on German abolitionist contributions surprisingly does not consider the fields of Black German studies and Black studies. Critics rarely draw on theoretical models of Black studies and the initial transnational contributions by Black authors of slave narratives, which present an integral part of the discussion of abolitionism. In this sense, many German studies discussions on this subject matter lack instances of Black self-representation, rely on white scholarly contributions, and include few Black studies and critical race theories and frameworks that are clearly essential when discussing works on slavery that not only address the commodification of Black bodies, but also the overall portrayal of Black bodies within the transnational context of slavery. Thus, many of these scholarly works become somewhat of a carbon copy of these abolitionist contributions by white authors during the Age of Enlightenment, because they present an application and discussion of one white gaze layered upon another white gaze. Challenging this layering both theoretically and analytically, then, requires a radical shift that centers approaches rooted in Black thought and theories, which are the foundation of this essay. I deem these concepts adequate and necessary for engaging with issues of slavery and abolition while at the same time exposing white paternalist perspectives and gazes.

Thus, I use Black studies approaches to illustrate how German literary contributions indicate inscribed sociocritical commentary and take up transatlantic abolitionist discourses. For this reason, I intend to further call into question the notion that German abolitionist awareness did not exist in Europe during the Enlightenment. In so doing, I highlight the transatlantic significance of this historical era by analyzing and contextualizing *Die Negersklaven, ein historisch-dramatisches Gemählde: in drey Akten* (1796: *The Negro Slaves: A Dramatic-Historical Painting, in Three Acts*) by German author August von Kotzebue (1761–1819) as a German-language transnational contribu-
tion within the larger discursive abolitionist context. This play belongs to the under-studied and long-forgotten dramatic genre of the “Plantagenstücke” (plantation plays), which, through its critique of slavery and racism, bears witness to an early German-language discourse indicative of anticolonial and anti-imperial currents. It also articulates humanitarian sentiments as interventional commentary on the transatlantic slave trade, which surfaced under the auspices of the Enlightenment. Because plays of this genre often foreground the horrors of slavery at the hands of cruel white slaveholders, they characterize enslaved Africans as unblemished, obedient, submissive, hard-working, and grateful “beings” deserving of humanitarian benevolence.

Kotzebue’s play portrays various enslaved Black individuals and their daily trials and tribulations on a plantation in eighteenth-century Jamaica. The play has two endings, which are both performed, which shows the affective nature of abolitionist discourses at the time. By employing abolitionist literary strategies in the play, Kotzebue appeals to the morality of slaveholders and criticizes the enslavement of Black people. Hence, this work calls for a thorough exploration of Kotzebue’s antislavery trajectory as well as the rigor that is evident in his historically informed portrayal of plantation slavery in the West Indies. The accuracy of the portrayal of plantation life echoes and further solidifies abolitionist literary conventions.

In my analysis, I focus on the idea of intertextuality in cultural production. This conceptual framework, according to Ashraf H. A. Rushdy, posits that cultural productions emerge from and simultaneously contribute to social conditions. For this reason, Kotzebue’s production should be considered within the larger discourse of abolition through its sociocritical and interventional commentary.

In this essay, I first situate Kotzebue’s literary contributions in the German context. This section demonstrates Kotzebue’s popularity in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Germany as well as his affinity for addressing and depicting the culturally, ethnically, and racially “Other” in his works. In this, Kotzebue’s professional background is reflected in and associated with his political stance on slavery, which prompted this abolitionist literary contribution. Next, I turn to the discussion of *The Negro Slaves* and offer a short summary that highlights salient plot changes while providing a full discussion of the storyline. Third, I trace abolitionist literary techniques to embed Kotzebue’s formulation of antislavery sentiments within and in response to larger European-American abolitionist discourse. I then investigate more closely the kind of sources used to create this play, because they signify Kotzebue’s insertion into an existing transnational discourse through works that simultaneously confirm the existence of a critical engagement with the transatlantic slave trade, slavery, and abolition in German contexts at the time. Kotzebue’s use of various abolitionist literary sources illustrates that the entire play is informed by and responds to works that aim to provide historical information on the subject matter. Finally, I explore the construction of Black bodies within the play by way of Hortense Spillers’s concept of gender differentiation during slavery. This is then contextualized in Thomas Thistlewood’s
(1721–1786) journal entries from 1748 to 1786, which portray instances that contemporaries were cognizant of in the eighteenth century. Thistlewood serves here as an instance of accurate historical information that accentuates the significance of historical knowledge regarding the depiction and condition of Black female slaves in both works.

**Kotzebue’s The Negro Slaves**

August Friedrich Ferdinand von Kotzebue was born in 1761 in Weimar, Prussia. As an accomplished playwright, Kotzebue produced more than two hundred and thirty dramas along with several novels, history books, travelogues, and journal articles and greatly surpassed both his contemporaries Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) and Friedrich Schiller (1759–1805) in the number of plays performed at theaters across German-speaking states. Kotzebue’s plays were widely distributed—some were actually performed under Goethe’s direction in Weimar—and also prolifically translated into numerous languages such as English, French, Danish, Dutch, Italian, Russian, Swedish, and Spanish. These translations aided Kotzebue in becoming well-established outside of the German-speaking realm.

German studies critic Chunjie Zhang identifies Kotzebue’s interracial as well as intercultural plots of love and conflict as having greatly contributed to his popularity in the years between 1787 and 1798. While Zhang mentions entanglements between “Peruvians, Indians, Spaniards or Britons,” Kotzebue’s dramas also portray various African slave characters, both male and female, in the West Indies and are thus indicative of an interest in slavery and abolitionism overall. In this context, Zhang credits Kotzebue’s apparent fascination with non-European settings and characters to a fondness for Daniel Defoe (1660–1731) and the literary genre he spawned, the Robinsonade.

This fascination with non-German and non-European settings could be seen as originating in Kotzebue’s biography. At the age of sixteen, Kotzebue left Weimar to study law at the University of Jena and the University of Duisburg, from which he graduated in 1780. Then, he was sent to Saint Petersburg as a Prussian envoy in 1781. In 1783, he was appointed assessor to the high court of appeals in Reval (present-day Tallinn), which was in Estonia, then a province of the Russian Empire. He was ennobled in 1785 and became president of the Magistrat of the Governorate of Estonia. While in the Baltic region, Kotzebue articulated his aversion to slavery. As part of the ruling class in the Russian province, in which German immigrants made up one-third of the entire Estonian population, Kotzebue became acquainted with the predicament of Estonian peasants who served German aristocrats in a bondage relationship called Leibeigenschaft (serfdom). This exposure heavily impacted Kotzebue and illustrates that he was influenced and informed by European colonial endeavors as well as his stay in Estonia. Kotzebue worked to critique these severe and exploitative forms of governance, that Orlando Patterson typifies as “relations of inequality or domination,
which exist whenever one person has more power than another, range on a continuum from those of marginal asymmetry to those in which one person is capable of exercising, with impunity, total power over another."\textsuperscript{25} Kotzebue sought to elicit empathy and compassion through \textit{The Negro Slaves} by morally educating his audience as well as shedding light on the conditions of the “relation of domination.”\textsuperscript{26} He also tried to avoid an explicit critique of serfdom, which prompted his use of Jamaica as a setting as well as his adoption of an alternative ending. Kotzebue did not want to be held accountable for criticizing the German economically exploitative practices in Estonia that are portrayed in his play as inconceivably murderous, gory, and distasteful.

\textit{The Negro Slaves} is set on a British plantation in Jamaica. After the previous owner dies, the plantation and wealth are left to his oldest son, John. John is now the owner of several slaves, with two of the enslaved women living in his house. John forces Ada, one of his female slaves, to decide whether to become his mistress within fourteen days. Ada refuses his proposal because she is married and in love with her husband, with whom she lost contact when she was sold into slavery. William, John’s younger and less wealthy brother, returns from England for a visit. Openly opposing the institution of slavery and John’s role in its perpetuation, he investigates the conditions on the plantation and speaks to the slaves about their daily suffering and brutalization at the hand of the plantation overseer, Paul.

Among the slaves is Ayos, who voluntarily joined the slave traders to be reunited with his son Zameo, who had sold himself to slave traders in order to spare his father this fate. Ayos and Zameo reunite on John’s plantation and it is revealed that Zameo is Ada’s long-lost husband. John is displeased with these developments, demands that Ada become his mistress at once, and threatens to kill Zameo. Seeing Zameo one last time, Ada begs him to kill her so she can escape John’s sexual harassment, thus also sparing Zameo’s life. There are two endings to this play that are both performed: In the first ending, Ada is murdered by Zameo, who then commits suicide. In the second ending, William frees Ada, Zameo, Ayos, and Ada’s enslaved female friend from the plantation by buying them from John. Both endings, although different, are reflective of the affective dimensions of abolitionist discourses at the time.

This summary graphically identifies the nature and conventions of abolitionist literature. By heavily playing on the emotions of the audience, abolitionists and—in this very case—Kotzebue aim at suggesting thought-provoking options to terminate the suffering and agony that the racial “Other” is subjected to. In the hope of calling the legitimacy of slavery into question, an incompatibility of slavery and Christian beliefs is expected to emerge, for which the key factor is an emotional bond between the audience and the suffering slave. In the following section, I will discuss the functions, ideas, and forms of abolitionist contributions that come to life in Kotzebue’s play and illustrate an intertextual approach.
Transnational Intertextuality in German Abolitionist Literature

Kotzebue’s condemnation of slavery can be discussed by utilizing the concept of intertextuality to emerge from and into (specific) social conditions. In his chapter “Master Texts and Slave Narratives: Race, Form, and Intertextuality in the Field of Cultural Production,” Rushdy asserts that intertextuality should also include an understanding of “the ways texts mediate the social conditions of their formal production.” Cultural productions would then be explored as emerging from and contributing to a particular social condition. In this context, Rushdy states that “to read intertextually is to discern how a given text creatively alludes to and possibly rewrites a predecessor text, evokes the political dynamic in the field of cultural production, and inscribes into that dialogue its concerns with the social relations in the field of power” (14). Cultural production should therefore be considered social and material, because it clearly reveals “the way a culture thinks about itself, articulating and proposing solutions for the problems that shape a particular historical moment” (16). This approach is of interest for this essay because it emphasizes the “social forces that condition the relationships between (and within) texts” (15).

In this context, Kotzebue indirectly draws on a larger transnational discourse that emerged from and was religiously inspired by intellectual debates and an increasing opposition to slavery, especially on the part of the Quakers, “who took the lead in confronting the institution of slavery with the principle of religious egalitarianism.” Quakers on both sides of the Atlantic abandoned the practice of slavery due to a 1761 ban, as well as resolutions of the Pennsylvania Society between 1774 and 1776 “declaring that no one who held slaves could be a member” (195). Quakers petitioned the Parliament of Great Britain for the cause of abolition in 1783 while circulating many copies of a pamphlet called The Case of Our Fellow-Creatures, the Oppressed African. Soon after, the Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade (1787) was established through a twelve-member committee, of whom nine were Quakers.

The intellectual genesis of this discourse emerged from larger debates on human rights expressed in French and Scottish Enlightenment writings (231). Thus, Kotzebue is particularly influenced by secular opposition brought forth by philosophical figures such as Montesquieu (1689–1755), Adam Ferguson (1723–1816), and James Beattie (1735–1803), who were supported by religious objections on the part of the English Evangelical movement, which included individuals such as John Newton (1725–1807) and William Wilberforce (1759–1833). This evangelical movement sought to assert the “equality of [B]lack humanity” (231) as well as Black rights, which were part of a “wider level ... of a growing religious criticism of slavery” (231) in the 1760s and 1770s in Great Britain. This religious critique was promoted through publications, pamphlets, speeches, and notable correspondence (231). Through sermons, various faith groups jointly developed abolitionist beliefs (231). In this context, Wright et al. describe the various media channels that promoted
antislavery thought and made a “unity of anti-slavery sentiment” possible by reaching many citizens (231).

Further, Brycchan Carey describes various forms of communication that abolitionists employed to spread their message, relying heavily on graphic accounts of the horrors of slavery to evoke and engage their audience’s pity. Stephen Ahern discusses the workings of affect—“the fleeting, volatile registers of embodied subjectivity”—with regard to abolitionism and points to abolitionist accounts in which “invoking the language of feeling might wield a political force beyond appeals to mere reason.” Thus, works promoting the abolition of the slave trade and the emancipation of slaves spoke to the audience’s emotions through displays of the unstable, ephemeral nature of the lives of the enslaved.

The most successful method of appealing to the morality of readers and slaveholders was the slave narrative. These truthful firsthand accounts of slavery and the slave trade were either written directly by a slave or dictated to an abolitionist friend who then put pen to paper. Charles T. Davis and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. discuss the significance of slave narratives’ appeals to morality, humanity, and pity in the introductory chapter of The Slave’s Narrative (1985) through a review of Henry Bibb’s Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, An American Slave, Written by Himself (1849): “This fugitive slave literature is destined to be a powerful lever. We have the most profound conviction of its potency. We see in it the easy and infallible means of abolitionizing the free States. Argument provokes argument, reason is met by sophistry. But narratives of slaves go right to the hearts of men.” This message addressed anyone, including free Black and white individuals in the American colonies and beyond. As a heartfelt appeal, fugitive slaves hoped for help. Thus, abolitionist literature was not limited to the Americas; rather, abolitionists of the circumatlantic were able to contribute to the discussion through any form of cultural production that demonstrated solidarity, vigilance, and activism. This emotional appeal of abolitionist literature (slave narratives) also extended to countries that were not involved in slavery and the slave trade, which reflects the transatlantic proliferation of abolitionist discourse. The vast circulation of abolitionist literature encouraged intellectuals and writers in Europe to act in different ways, because “bridging the gulf between self and marginalized other through affective identification may well be the first step toward grasping the lived reality of that other, and may lead to action that could alleviate a situation. ... By bringing closer the realities of this far-off trade, antislavery writers shocked their readers on both sides of the Atlantic into an awareness.” Kotzebue’s The Negro Slaves, then, not only presents one example of abolitionist literature, but also sheds light on some of the ways in which antislavery discourse resurfaced in the German-speaking realm.

Kotzebue appeals to the conscience of his audience based on historical data and mentions William Wilberforce: “In England lives a man who loves you; who, day and night, ponders your liberation, and warms of the beautiful love of man, and defends your rights with ardent eloquence.” Thus, The Negro Slaves articulates a
sociocritical and political agenda with direct references to current affairs, similar to the antislavery speech by Wilberforce in the House of Commons in 1789. Kotzebue adopts this presentation for The Negro Slaves by directly addressing his audience and readers in the preface. He reveals his political stance on slavery through his commentary in the preface, which illustrates the urgency of abolition: “The author asks his readers, viewes and reviewers, not to regard this piece as a mere drama. It is destined to present all of the terrible cruelties in a single group, which are inflicted upon our Black brothers.” Kotzebue alludes to the terrible cruelties that Wilberforce articulated in his famous speech. Wilberforce defines the transatlantic slave trade as “inhuman traffic” that leads to an “effusion of human blood.” He sees this traffic as setting “fear and terror in every family, setting millions of our fellow creatures ... hunting each other for slaves, creating fairs and markets for human flesh.” The reference to this key player in British abolitionism illustrates Kotzebue’s opposition to contemporary inhumane and violent slavery, which he seeks to abolish.

Wilberforce refers to historical elements of the transatlantic slave trade, which Kotzebue aspires to include in The Negro Slaves by basing it on historical data. Kotzebue aims to present a historical and truthful picture of the condition of slavery through the scholarly work referenced in his preface. Writings by well-known abolitionists like Guillaume Thomas François Raynal (1713–1796), Johann Jakob Sell (1754–1816), Matthias Christian Sprengel (1746–1803), and Paul Erdmann Isert (1756–1789) ensure that “unfortunately, there is not a single fact in this play which is not literally true,” while at the same time manifesting The Negro Slaves as an accurate “historisches Gemälde” (historical painting or portrait), which is the subtitle of the play. This subtitle hints at a visual rhetoric of historical portraits that provides accurate and truthful insights into the realities of plantation slavery through a “tableaux of bodies frozen in attitudes of affective excess to capture moments” of intense horror. In this sense, Kotzebue indicates that graphic elements and descriptions of plantation life were omitted in the performance of the stage play because they were too dreadful. The printed version, however, aims for accuracy in its portrayal of slavery. Kotzebue’s intertextual portrayal of the realities of slavery through a “Gemälde” prompted the critic Köhler to use Denis Diderot’s (1713–1784) notion of the dramatic tableau in her discussion of The Negro Slaves. In an attempt to engage the senses and emotions of the audience, sequences of lifelike authentic scenes are used, resulting in a susceptibility to the moral agenda of the play. Thus, drawing on authentic pictures in the form of a painting elicits a linkage between the spectator, the events of the plot, and the characters on stage. This amplifies appeals to the senses, imagination, and morality. Köhler appropriately links this portrayal of slavery with an overall abolitionist agenda that is based on emotional critical reflections on contemporary societal structures also relevant to German discourses.

As previously mentioned, Kotzebue saw theater as the most effective way to voice his opinion about German wrongdoings: “Kotzebue claimed that theater was the place where human sympathy and fine feelings can be educated and influenced.” In
this regard, the contemporary discourse on ethical educational theory resonates in larger discussions of aesthetics. In the treatise “On the Aesthetic Education of Man” (1795), Schiller considers the betterment of sociopolitical issues along with humanity to depend on art. In this sense, artists were considered to set precedents through aesthetic cultural production that resulted in an emergence of essential humanistic ideals.

In this context, Kotzebue employs abolitionist strategies by accentuating the emotional and physical suffering of enslaved Africans and condemns the institution of slavery as terrible cruelty to appeal “to a shared human capacity for affective response, especially for a fellow-feeling that wells up in encounters with suffering of others” as a significant part of Enlightenment culture. Kotzebue abides by this sentiment by emphatically drawing attention to the condition of the marginalized “Other” by explicitly referring to slaves as “our Black brothers.” This move establishes a connection between the European reader and the suffering and enslaved African in the New World. In so doing, Kotzebue seeks to generate sufficient sympathy to encourage the reader “to try to relieve the conditions that produced the pain.” This visual rhetoric is used to “engage in imaginative identification with the plight of the victim” and is further intensified by the disclosure of Kotzebue’s personal sentiments. Hence, his emotional outburst seeks to elicit political action with reference to the unjust enslavement of Africans: “The author is not ashamed to confess that he shed a thousand tears while he wrote this play. If the spectator’s tears mix with his own, then his efforts will be rewarded.” This disclosure by the author, then, is a strategic move that further embeds The Negro Slaves within the traditions of abolitionist sentimental literature and shows the author as establishing a sociopolitical betterment that is to take place alongside a betterment of humanity according to humanistic ideas.

Applying Rushdy’s conceptual framework to The Negro Slaves requires a closer look at Kotzebue’s sources of inspiration that address the sociocultural discourse of this time. Kotzebue inserts himself into the abolition movement to add a German perspective to the ongoing discourse. To accurately contribute to this discourse, Kotzebue consults various German as well as international sources regarding the subject matter that ultimately become part of his play. Kotzebue’s interest was piqued during his stay in Estonia. Hence, he aspired to contribute to the larger transnational debate on unequal power relations—especially those including German actors—from a German perspective, which is why he mainly centered his play on German sources based on true events to ensure historical accuracy. For example, Johann Ernst Kolb’s anthology served as one of Kotzebue’s sources and shows a critical engagement with slavery and the slave trade as early as 1789. The Negro Slaves is based on a short story called Zimeo, which appeared in the anthology Erzählungen von den Sitten und Schicksalen der Negersklaven: Eine rührende Lektüre für Menschen guter Art. It can therefore be considered a rewrite of a predecessor text. This Swiss anthology contained factual information on slavery and the slave trade in the Caribbean from
newspaper articles and periodical contributions from European writers. Kolb rewrote this information to create an almost continuous narrative in which abuses of “bad” European slaveholders alternate with examples of the generosity of “good” slaveholders and the plight of slaves. It is not certain if Kolb was a passionate supporter of the abolition of slavery, because he presented voices in favor of both the enslaved Africans and the white slavers. Nonetheless, Kolb encouraged Europeans to help alleviate the suffering of slaves.

With reference to Rushdy’s understanding of social forces that determine relations between texts and discourses, Kotzebue resorts to scholarship by French and German writers in weaving together The Negro Slaves. It is remarkable that three of the referenced scholars, who all discuss the subject matter from a factual and historical angle, are German. In line with my key argument, German scholars exemplify abolitionist voices that have not been echoed. The variety of texts produced in a German context is indicative of the political dynamic of cultural production. It further illuminates the importance of the transnational social condition that was discussed on various levels, including in stage plays such as The Negro Slaves. It is noteworthy that some of these works discuss and advocate abolitionism in an eighteenth-century fashion, which does not necessarily dispute or reject an understanding of African barbarism or inferiority. These viewpoints were also often present among abolitionists and not considered contradictory to the agenda of terminating slavery. The works demonstrate that German discourses on this subject matter were needed to reflect and propose “solutions for the problems that shape a particular historical moment” transnationally. Furthermore, these sources prove the existence of German discourses on slavery and abolition. They negate an understanding of the historical “absence of an institutionalised abolitionist movement from the German-speaking realm,” as Lentz wrote in her critique of a lack of German abolitionist activism scholarship.

If we consider abolitionism to be a transnational phenomenon, then, it is not surprising that the French abolitionist and revolutionary Abbé Henri Grégoire (1750–1831), known for his relentless activism in support of human rights and his correspondence with the German writer Therese Huber (1764–1829), dedicates his work On the Cultural Achievements of Negroes to a number of “men who have had the courage to plead the cause of the unhappy [B]lacks and mulattoes, whether in their writings or by their speeches in national assemblies and in societies devoted to the abolition of the slave trade, in order to relieve the sufferings of the slaves and to free them.” Among these men are those on whose works Kotzebue based the plot of his stage play production. In turn, Kotzebue is mentioned along with Raynal, Sprengel, and Isert; Wilberforce is named in the actual play.

This inclusion by Grégoire confirms transnational communication among writers who may not have known each other personally but still were familiar with each other’s works that contributed to the same cause—abolition. At the same time, it manifests intertextuality as an essential method for contributing to this larger discourse in order to abide by strategies and techniques unique to abolitionist cultural
production at the time. For this reason, many plays had similar plots or were translated from different language contexts, reworked, and used for abolitionist purposes. Cultural critic Sander L. Gilman suggests that the French-language context heavily influenced German literature, because “the second half of the eighteenth century saw a radical change in the approach of European writers to the figure of the Black and to the question of slavery … It is the influence of … works produced in France during the second half of the eighteenth century which reshaped the manner of viewing the Black in contemporary German literature.”

This illustrates the true transnational and intertextual nature of this discursive moment that allowed for a rich participation from different parts of the Euro-American public sphere through cultural production. Therefore, this transatlantic social movement easily cut across classes, races, nationalities, and genders, as I will show in the following section.

**Gender and Sexuality in The Negro Slaves and Thomas Thistlewood’s Journals**

Addressing the realities of slavery, Kotzebue comments specifically on the gender-related aspects of slavery, and here we see again how his approach is tied to the larger abolitionist discourse. Similarly, Hortense Spillers emphasizes a significant difference in the treatment of female and male bodies during slavery. She stresses that sexual abuse and violence against Black bodies was mainly heterosexual and relegated the female to the loss of her own body. It entailed women’s further dehumanization through sexual exploitation, which was often invisible because it was kept a secret by enslaved women as well as by the slavemasters who took advantage of these women as they pleased. Sexual violence was inflicted on the female body while more visible physical violence was imposed at the same time: “[T]he African female subject, under these historic conditions, is not only the target of rape … but also the topic of specifically externalized acts of torture and prostration that we imagine as the peculiar province of male brutality and torture inflicted by other males.”

Kotzebue establishes this gender difference in the treatment of male and female slaves at the very beginning of the play. The female characters Ada and Lilli live separately from the male slaves. This spatial separation is similarly confirmed in Thistlewood’s journals when he writes that “the occupations of the women are only two, the house, with its several departments and supposed indulgences, or the fields with their exaggerated labors. The first situation is the most honourable, the last the most independent.” The house of the slavemaster illustrated the imminent and constant threat of sexual exploitation that enslaved women faced. As emphasized in Trevor Burnard’s discussion of Thistlewood, “[c]ontemporaries were well aware that slave women’s experiences were very different from those of slave men.” Kotzebue exemplifies this in his portrayal of the nature of sexual advances toward enslaved women.

While living at the house of the master, Ada is repeatedly propositioned by John and described as follows: “[O]ur master … wants to extort Ada’s predilection, how
one squeezes the juice from a sugar cane.”\textsuperscript{79} This statement is indicative of the commodification of natural resources, which are then compared to the enslaved female body that is violently taken by the white slaveholder. Both sugarcane and the female slaves are sweet and for his satisfaction. John’s previous relations to female slaves are symptomatic of the inescapable violence inflicted on female slaves and align with Köhler’s notion of \textit{Schockästhetik}.\textsuperscript{80} Accordingly, Kotzebue has John exclaim: “I had her whole body torn gently with pins. Then cotton dipped with oil, was wrapped around her fingers, and lit. Three days after, she loved me tenderly.”\textsuperscript{81} Violence is inflicted as a form of pressure to force the enslaved female to favorably engage in sexual acts. While John often implies the sexual nature of his advances toward Ada, there is hardly any explicit mention of rape within the play. This section of \textit{The Negro Slaves} illustrates Kotzebue’s principles concerning the accurate portrayal of slavery and in particular the condition of the Black female slave, which aligns with Spillers’s discussion of the African female subject. This very condition also lends itself to examination through its description of the realities of eighteenth-century plantation slavery in Jamaica, which was considered common knowledge among contemporaries.\textsuperscript{82}

The plight of the female slave is accurately illustrated, though likely not for this very purpose, in Thistlewood’s journals. These journals chronicle the continuous sexual molestation and exploitation of Black enslaved women from the perspective of a white British slaveowner in eighteenth-century Jamaica. Patterson describes Thistlewood as inconceivable in his treatment of female (and male) slaves, while alluding to this being the “real” face of slavery that existed everywhere.\textsuperscript{83} These journal entries of true events show parallels to Kotzebue’s play and highlight dimensions that are grounded in historical experience. Analyzing Thistlewood’s journal entries, Burnard mentions an enslaved female called Sally who in 1768 had been raped up to thirty-seven times by Thistlewood, who also controlled her sexual partners from the young age of fifteen or sixteen.\textsuperscript{84} Accounts of violent sexual encounters resulting in “her private parts ... [being] tore in a terrible manner ... having bled a great deal” and venereal disease are emblematic of the violent nature of being burdened with sexual abuse and slavery.\textsuperscript{85} These accounts also hark back to Spillers’s discussion of external and internal violence.\textsuperscript{86} In both Kotzebue’s and Thistlewood’s work, the desire of the white slavemaster is illustrated as superior to all other desires, which confirms the existence of a significant gender hierarchy. Thistlewood immortalizes the plight of the female slave within the larger context of slavery through his trophylike diary entries.

This gender dynamic remained true for the nineteenth century, as well. Harriet Jacobs similarly illustrates the plight of the female slave in her slave narrative \textit{Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl} (1861). In this sense, Jacobs describes how “the slave girl is reared in an atmosphere of ... fear. The lash and the foul talk of her master and his sons are her teachers. When she is fourteen or fifteen, her owner, or his sons, or the overseer, or perhaps all of them, begin to bribe her with presents. If these fail to accomplish their purpose, she is whipped or starved into submission to their will.”\textsuperscript{87}
While Jacobs and Thistlewood represent inherently different and opposing positions, both accounts confirm the condition of the female slave in the eighteenth and nineteenth century and were used to advocate for abolition.

Jacobs’s narrative and Thistlewood’s journal entries show parallels that are captured in Kotzebue’s play and demonstrate dimensions based on historical experience. Jacobs was aware that this gender hierarchy also applied to white families, which is why she specifically appealed to the morality of white women in the North of the US. This is expressed in the preface of *Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl*, in which she directly addresses the reader to appeal to those in the North and to highlight the truthfulness of her accounts. Jacobs’s appeal and overall account strategically illustrate sexual exploitation and motherhood while being enslaved to draw attention to the condition of the African female subject by addressing women in the North. In this sense, Jacobs tried to find a solution for this particular historical moment, which she only knew how to do through writing. Thus, the slave narrative emerged from this particular historical moment of slavery and provides a truthful account in the hope of expediating the abolition of slavery by emphasizing the urgency of the matter, which Kotzebue similarly highlights with John’s forceful behavior toward Ada.

Jacobs’s experiences of being repeatedly sexually abused and Thistlewood’s accounts both illustrate the forced submission of the enslaved female body. In Kotzebue’s play, enslaved men and women are also shown to be commodified and forced into submission due to a capitalist agenda and a presumed innate African inferiority that requires supervision by the white slaveholder. This paternalism is especially reflected in the ending of *The Negro Slaves*. Kotzebue openly advocates for the abolition of slavery while indirectly endorsing it, as his visual rhetoric of slave suffering is contrasted by an understanding of the rightful submission of Black bodies to white men. At the end of the play Kotzebue portrays Zameo’s submissive nature in happily and voluntarily eternally serving William, who freed him: “He who bindeth by good deeds will not need chains. You freed me, and I am your slave forever; with bound arms I could have run away, but you tied my heart—I can never turn away from you.” It is not surprising that slavery on the plantation remains at the violent hand of William’s brother John and the overseer Paul, while Lilli, Ada, Ayos, and Zameo continue to be slaves to William. Kotzebue does not indicate the freedom of these characters. On the contrary, they are happily absorbed into the household of their new white and male master, William, who is also Wilberforce’s namesake. The twofold ending is indicative of the ambivalent nature of abolitionism.

Kotzebue demonstrates a contemporary understanding of abolitionism. In this sense, violence against slaves was not condoned for several reasons, including religious beliefs and friendly relationships with slaves. Kotzebue responds to this common and contemporary portrayal and thus takes an intertextual stance, shown by his “happy” ending of the play. Carey identifies this notion to have been especially prevalent in the 1760s and 1770s among authors who supported the amelioration of slavery and claimed that “happy slaves were more productive than unhappy slaves,
and so a humane plantation would therefore be an efficient plantation.”91 This understanding exposes a white paternalist gaze grounded and possibly inherent in Kotzebue’s understanding of abolitionist sympathy toward slaves that directly responds to and aligns with notions of eighteenth-century abolition. For this reason, the transnational and intertextual historical discourses within Kotzebue’s play constitute The Negro Slaves as an exemplary abolitionist drama of the eighteenth-century.

**Concluding Thoughts**

Kotzebue articulates his antislavery argument by employing abolitionist literary strategies and drawing on nonfiction abolitionist texts, which enable him to insert himself into an already existing transnational discourse. Biographically, Kotzebue’s aversion to serfdom and slavery emerged while in Estonia, which prompted him to articulate his feelings discursively in The Negro Slaves in the hopes of finding a resolution for the problem that people in both Estonia and the New World were facing. Thus, utilizing this existing debate and its array of cultural production intertextually serves as a stepping-stone to also articulating his passionate convictions, although in a veiled manner, about German undertakings in Estonia. To truly participate in this transnational discourse, Kotzebue practices intertextuality by adopting abolitionist literary conventions that are more likely to resonate with his audience. His engagement with serfdom is illustrated through The Negro Slaves and speaks to the social and material realities of this time. The political dynamic in The Negro Slaves is reinforced by Kotzebue’s emphasis on historical accuracy, which further highlights the urgency of the moment. For the educational purposes of shaping the human through art, as addressed, for example, by Schiller, Kotzebue chose to create a play that reflected abolitionists’ strategies, conventions, and understandings. This shows Kotzebue’s full immersion in the topic of abolition through his intertextual approach, which highlights his hopes to elicit political action that would ultimately outlaw or alleviate inhumane practices of slavery and serfdom through this German-language abolitionist contribution.
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